DON’T TALK
TO STRANGERS

The initial disappointment
of the missing work at the
exhibition space, becomes
a chance to discover way
more than the work itself.

Personal belongings of the hosts exhibited at Fresh Window Gallery, New York
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Don’t Talk to Strangers playfully confounds
two typically distinct spaces—the gallery
and the domestic home—as artists present
their work in the households of participating
residents of the surrounding neighbourhoods.
In each dwelling, an installation area is designated, while the existing items (sofas, coffee tables, books, and other personal objects,
for instance) are moved and reinstalled at the
gallery space.
With the artworks thus displaced, viewers must directly contact the private hosts,
whose phone numbers are available alongside their displayed belongings, to ascertain
the “home gallery” hours of operation.
This new exhibition model highlights the
space between art and life where people are
connected by the basic principles of human
experience.

Dates & Venues
Oct 23 - 26, 2014
Fresh Window Gallery
56 Bogart St
Brooklyn, NY 11206
USA
Feb 5 - 18, 2015
Réunion
Müllerstrasse 57
8004 Zurich
Switzerland

Visitors swarm out from Fresh Window Gallery to visit the hosts around Brooklyn

Home visit in Eagle Street, Brooklyn (exhibiting artist Linda Tegg)

Visiting another’s home leaves a lasting
impression. From the authors on the bookshelves to the contents of the refrigerator, a
personal dwelling offers almost imperceptible
information about one’s life.
Much the same, the artistic qualities of
memories made in such a home correlate to
the environment in which they occurred.

Home visits in Graham Avenue, Hart Street, and Eagle Street (all Brooklyn)

THE ART WORLD DISRUPTS
THE PRIVATE SPHERE,
AND VICE VERSA
In this re-appropriation of an exhibition, artists present installations in the households of residents from surrounding
neighbourhoods, rather than in the art space. Curators
work closely with each dwelling’s artist to designate an installation area from which all existing items are relocated
and installed at the gallery space.
With the exchange complete, viewers are invited to contact private hosts, whose phone numbers are available
alongside their displayed belongings, to ascertain operation
hours of their newly appropriated “home gallery.”
A Far More Personal Experience
By design, Don’t Talk to Strangers challenges viewers’
expectations and impishly suggests an alternative experience that is far more intimate than typical art viewings in
gallery settings. While visitors at the art space are initially
denied access to the work they desire, they find reciprocity
in elite-access at the cost of their time.
This inventive model encourages a deeper level of
participation by diverting the impulse to passively consume.
In recompense, each home visit offers a unique experience
and an opportunity for adventure.
The heightened sense of participation, contacting hosts
and making appointments, results in a heightened sense of
investment. In this way, the Don’t Talk to Strangers reaches beyond an exhibition. Viewers searching for a contemporary art fix will be challenged to a pilgrimage in the name
of art, allowing exploration to play a role in their eventual
experience of the work.
Consequently, the initial disappointment and lack of artwork at the art space, becomes a chance to discover far
more than the artwork itself.

Personal System for Viewing
Such a circumstance, however, also forces the host into
a position of influence, just as any art institution influences its patrons. As a result, the host’s life story is on display
like the art in their home. This creates a more personal system for viewing contemporary works: an intimate environment that will no doubt lend itself to a fond and vivid
memory in the archive of the viewer’s life.
Random Institute entreats its audience to bask in the
unknown and to reap the reward of memories, knowledge
and experience. The home of a stranger offers the perfect
setting, the grand stage from which a narrative will naturally emerge amongst the trio of host, viewer and artwork.
This narrative becomes both a tale closely linked to the
home and quite possibly an inseparable part of the artwork
displayed in Don’t Talk to Strangers.

Polyphonic Roles of Host and Viewers
Meanwhile, the host wears many hats—fellow man,
homeowner, art expert, guide and institution. By welcoming viewers into their home, they also welcome the possibility of new perspectives and interpretations of the artwork
at hand.
Though the newly-formed relationship between host and
viewer may end post-viewing, both parties are of one ambition while together: to let art happen outside of the institutionalized art world as well as to rediscover their autonomy as art viewers and enthusiasts.

New York, October 23 – 26, 2014
Artists Linda Tegg (Australia)
Thomas Moor (Switzerland)
Karyn Olivier (Trinidad & Tobago)

Zurich, Feb 5 - 18, 2015
Artists will be announced in December 2014

We see in order to move,
we move in order to see

Home visit in Hart Street, Brooklyn (exhibiting artist Thomas Moor)

Home hosting artist Karyn Olivier (Trinidad & Tobago) in Graham Avenue, Brooklyn

Karyn Olivier’s medium of choice might well be understood
as everyday spaces. Revolving around the manipulation of
specific environments, Olivier’s artworks offer the viewer
alternative, unexpected, and potentially disorienting spatial
experiences, often opening our eyes anew to that which we
once considered familiar.
Home is where the heart is, and the stuff, too
For Don’t Talk to Strangers, Olivier went to extremes
to remove every object in a Brooklyn living room. From
books and wall hangings to a rack of clothing and a stack
of vinyl records, Olivier’s total displacement of these items—
they were re-installed in the gallery—resulted in a freshly
uncluttered space.
In place of the objects, the artist made a simple yet impactful gesture: she wallpapered the room in life-size photographs of the space as it was before it was emptied. By
leaving only the visual evidence of the occupants’ belongings, Olivier effectively points to our emotional relationship
with things, as they simultaneously comfort and burden us.

Karyn Olivier, born in Trinidad and Tobago, currently lives
and works in Philadelphia.
She is the recipient of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship, the Joan Mitchell Foundation Award, the New York Foundation for the Arts Award,
a Pollock-Krasner Foundation grant, the William H. Johnson Prize, the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation Biennial
Award, and a Creative Capital Foundation grant.
Her work has been exhibited nationally and internationally, including in exhibitions at the Gwangju and Busan
Biennials in Korea, the World Festival of Black Arts and
Culture in Dakar, Senegal, the Wanas Foundation in Sweden, the Studio Museum in Harlem, the Whitney Museum
of American Art in New York, MoMA P.S.1 in New York,
the Museum of Fine Arts Houston, the Contemporary Arts
Museum Houston, and New York’s SculptureCenter.

Installation view: Karyn Olivier
(Trinidad & Tobago) in Graham Avenue,
Brooklyn

Somewhere home

Overlap of
Public and
Private Space

Home visit in Graham Avenue, Brooklyn
(exhibiting artist Karyn Olivier)

Installation view: Linda Tegg (Australia) in Eagle Street, Brooklyn / Film Stills (full credits on page 27)

The multilayered work of Australian artist Linda Tegg spans
photography, video, performance, and installation, all the
while addressing human behavior and reaction within specific, controlled scenarios. Her work has considered, for
instance, how performance can occupy and alter—or not—
the private space. Through a variety of wildly creative,
somewhat peculiar situations, Tegg asks both the audience Linda Tegg, born in Australia, currently lives and works in
and her collaborators to engage in and embrace uncanny Chicago, where she is in the MFA program of the Art Instaged instances.
stitute of Chicago.
Don’t mind me. Carry on

She is the recipient of the Keith and Elisabeth Murdoch
Traveling Fellowship as well as a State Library of Victoria
Unfolding over the course of two days, Tegg’s perfor- Creative Fellowship.
mance-video contribution to Don’t Talk to Strangers depicts an intriguing clash—before the viewer’s eyes, the everyHer work has been exhibited nationally and internationday happenings of a family’s home is contrasted with the ally, including in exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art
presence of a naked performer.
in New York, Mary Place Gallery in Sidney, Arts-Aporia
Prompted by Tegg, a nude, empty-handed dancer enters in Osaka, HetWildeWeten in Rotterdam, the Arts Center
a warm domestic living room. Moving in slow motion, the in Melbourne, and Marso in Mexico City.
dancer’s unexpected presence jarringly stands out against
the daily activity of the occupants, who appear unfazed by,
and even unaware of, the stranger’s company. Upon the
completion of the performance, the dancer leaves with a
personal item, in one case, the family’s favorite plant, which
was ultimately placed within the gallery. A wholly original
vision, Tegg’s work poetically and intimately integrates art
into the quotidian.

Installation view: Thomas Moor (Switzerland) in Hart Street, Brooklyn
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Through a diversity of mediums—video works and performance, appropriation and photography—artist Thomas
Moor presents viewers with quizzical images that mull over
contemporary culture’s self-imposed systems of commerce,
currency, and exchange. As he strays from the clear-cut,
Moor’s understated works take us on subtle intellectual
journeys, challenging viewers to discover profound meaning in that which is easily and often overlooked: simple reflections, the floor beneath our feet, or disposable, commonplace receipts.

detector in hand, in what appears to be an ordinary public
plaza but which is in fact situated atop the Swiss national
gold reserve. Marrying elements of whimsy with piercing
investigation, Moor masterfully calls to our attention the
arbitrariness of value structures, along with all the glamour, exclusivity, and desire that accompany them.

Treasure hunting: the value of reflection
Installed within the newly fixed-up, crisp, and whitewalled space of an unfinished basement, its contents relocated to the gallery, Moor’s photographs, found objects,
and video probe the relationship of art and valuation.
Framed receipts of currency exchanges, for instance, are
presented as evidence of what was once “real” money—
and part of the exhibition budget. This attention to the
pointless act of changing USD to CAD back and forth highlights the immateriality of currency, as it essentially vanishes from receipt to receipt, as well as the absurdity of such
exchanges.
Meanwhile, quiet, meditating photographs of a seemingly forgettable concrete floor indirectly situate the viewer within a major commercial gallery and in front of the
world’s most pricey art—here, abstracted reflections of
costly paintings are slowly revealed. This attention to the
ground also takes center stage in Moor’s performance-video piece, in which he is pictured “treasure hunting,” metal

Thomas Moor, born in Switzerland, currently lives and
works in Zurich.
He is the 2014 recipient of two of the most prestigious
awards given to artists in Switzerland: the Nationale Suisse
Art Prize at Liste 19 in Basel and the Kiefer Hablitzel Award.
His work has been exhibited nationally, including in exhibitions at the Museo d’Arte Lugano, Kunstmuseum Olten,
and Stadtgalerie Bern. He made his international debut in
New York, which was followed by solo shows in Tel Aviv,
Israel and at Marso in Mexico City.

Cover Photo (film still) by Linda Tegg (performer credits see next page)
Pictures on page 10, 13, 14, 15 by Benjamin H. Lee
Portrait of Thomas Moor on (page 25) by Hans-Jörg Walter
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Random Institute is an extension of what a contemporary art institution
can be, that is to say, truly unbothered by rules and bureaucracy.
www.randominstitute.org

